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2 Miami students Variety
die on Alps trip Range ofm
classes mm
offered

GRENOBLE, France - A
group of Ohio students who
went to the Alps for a weekend
ski trip but got lost and spent a
terrifying night stranded in a
blizzard were ill-equipped for
the trip, a ski slope manager
said Sunday.
Only five of the seven juniors from Miami University in
Oxford, Ohio, made it out
alive. Two froze to death.
The group was not properly
dressed, said Roger Bouzon,
assistant manager of the Tignes ski slope, near the Italian
border. They went up the
8,000-foot Grande-Motte
mountain Friday wearing just
jeans and sweaters instead of
ski suits, and left the designated trail, he said.
Survivor Brent VanHala, 21,
of North Canton, Ohio, said
that while he went for help the
next day, two of his friends
froze to death. He was the only
member of the party who was
unhurt.
"It was after I left that they
died," he said Sunday in a
telephone interview from his
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Thierry Boinet
The Associated Press
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hotel in Tignes.
The four others remained
hospitalized in serious condition, suffering from hypothermia; two had frostbite.
The students were studying
in Luxembourg. They traveled
together to Tignes, an Alpine
resort in eastern France.
They took a ski lift Friday
up the Grande-Motte, but
strayed off the ski slope on the
way down and got lost. Then
they were hit by a blizzard,
and spent the night sheltering
under a rocky outcrop, In temperatures that fell to 5 degrees.
The next morning at dawn,
VanHala spotted the ski lift
line and trekked down the
slope for help. A special Alpine rescue squad of gendarmes rushed to the mountain by
helicopter. By the time they
arrived, Rebecca Andrew, 20,
of Bath, Ohio, and Christopher
Eggerton, 21, of Mansfield,
Ohio, had already died.
On Friday, while the skiers
were on the slope, operators
shut down the lift two hours
early, due to the storm.
See SKIING, page four.
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exists in dance

Genell Pavellch
The BC News
The University's Dance de
partment offers a wide range of
opportunities to students interested in all kinds of dance, ranging from ballet to jazz.
Dlanne .Kessllnger, dance instructor, said there are many
dance classes for students to
choose from.
"We offer everything under!
the sun, including ballet, modern
dance, ballroom dancing, jazz
folk and square dancing and|
dance history," she said. "An
yone can take these classes y they don't need to be majoring
In dance, as long as they have an
Interest in it."
Deborah Tell, dance coordinator for the department, said
dance classes have been offered
at the University since 1918.
when a folk and square dancing
class was started.

Kelly Rlforrk* BC N«wi

The modern dance class taught by Deborah Tell takes place on Fridays from 2JO to 4:30 p.m. The University's Dance department has many opportunities for students interested in all kinds of dance, ranging from ballet to Jazz.
Tell said with the variety of for one specific thing," she said.
Kesslinger agreed that the
classes offered, students can
learn about many types of dance. dance department has a lot to
"We offer a variety of classes offer to students by giving them
because we don't train students a good dance background.

"We offer a diversified dance
curriculum," she said. "We give
the students a well-rounded eduSee DANCING, page four.

Intramural Board president dismissed from duties
Genell Pavellch
The BC News
The Intramural Board at the
University recently relieved its
president of his duties.
Former president Mike Staudt
said he was given a few reasons
why he was being dismissed,
which he did not necessarily
agree with.

"The reasons they told me and I had told the board ahead of
were that I had a conflict of in- time."
As intramural president,
terest between my fraternity and
doing my job, and a lack of parti- Staudt was in charge of Ultimate
cipation," he said.
Frisbee earlier this semester,
Staudt said he believes he was which he said did not go as
one of the most active members smoothly as it could have.
Four fraternities were ejected
In the past few years.
"I think I dedicated a lot of from the event for lighting and
time to the intramural board," he few people wanted to help with
said. "I only missed one meeting the sport due to a conflict with

the World Series, Staudt said.
"I think the decision was made
a little too quickly, just because
one sport didn't go as well," he
said.
Staudt said he thought the decision should have been delayed.
"I was prepared to rededicate
myself to intramurals," he said.
Intramural Board director
Thad Long said they will still

work with Staudt, just not with
him as president.
"Mike is still very much a
member of the board, he just
won't be continuing his duties as
president," Long said.
Staudt also said he will continue on the board, even though he
will no longer be president.
"I am still involved with, the
board and will have the same du-

ties that an average board member does, Including helping to coordinate one sport," he said.
"However, I believe the decision
made wasn't good and I wasn't
really allowed to do my job."
For the time being, Intramural
Board vice president Kim Casey
will act as president until later in
December when the board will
vote on a permanent replacement.

Ribeau: Students must be involved

Hello there

President kicks off University Building Community Project
Jay Young
The BC News
About 1,000 people gathered in
several rooms in Olscamp Hall
and at Firelands College Friday
to take part In the klckof f of the
University Building Community
Project.
President Sidney Ribeau told
the mostly employee audience
the roles the University can
serve as a community. He said
the institution should be a learnHidekl Kohayubl/rhc BG New.

Mascot Freddie Falcon clowns with Mitchell Frost at Friday
night's hockey game at the Ice Arena against Ferris State.

Shuttle Atlantis
completes goals
Mike Drago
The Associated Press
SPACE CENTER, Houston Shuttle astronauts spent Sunday
j preparing Atlantis to come home
after a successful Russian space
,' station docking that NASA called
"a confidence-builder."
Atlantis and Its crew of five are
; due back in Florida on Monday.
Sunday was dedicated to stowing

r

equipment and checking shuttle
systems.
The astronauts accomplished
all of their goals during the
flight. They delivered a new
15-foot shuttle docking tunnel to
Russia's Mir outpost and spent
three days working with three
space station cosmonauts.
The tunnel should make for
See SHUTTLE, page four.

ing, collaborative, diverse and an
outreach community.
"A learning community is a
place where the intellect is challenged, the spirit is nourished
and creativity is allowed to seek
Its many forms," Ribeau said.
"Learning communities emphasize the cooperative and interactional nature of education and
make the development of individual skills the responsibility of
the community as a whole."
Ribeau said It is vital that stu-

dents be involved in the collaborative community.
"Let me say something important here about collaboration for
the sake of out students," Ribeau
said. "We must collaborate
across division to ensure that
students are not left to do their
own integration."
Senior Doug Thompson was
one of several students who gave
input and asked Ribeau a question following the speech. He
said such events need to be

Officials 'happy' with turnout
Jay Young
The BC News
University leaders said the
Community Building Project
took a giant step toward building
a community Friday.
Following his speech. President Sidney Ribeau said he was
happy with the turnout.
"I was really pleased," Ribeau
•aid. "It's a good start, couldn't
be happier."
Sandra MacNevIn, president's
assistant for research and policy,
helped coordinate Friday's
forum. She said she was also very
happy with the turnout. MacNevin said one area she hopes to
improve is student participation.
"That's going to be one of our
biggest challenges. We really did

the best we could to publicize it,"
MacNevin said. "The time issue
is a good one. We have to be sensitive to that."
MacNevin said there has been
some discussion about creating a
University hour where no classes
are scheduled. Such a time would
be available to allow everyone to
participate without missing
classes.
Fiona Mackinnon-Slaney, Faculty Senate chairwoman, said the
forum was a big step in the right
direction.
"I was delighted to see the
turnout and the interests and
concerns of the Bowling Green
community today," Mackinnon-Slaney said. "We had a little
bit of everything. We would have
enjoyed having more students.

We want the students to be involved."
Trustees John Laskey and
Kermit Stroh attended the
forum. Laskey said the new
president is taking the University In the right direction.
"I love it," Laskey said. "We've
got to bring all of these people
together in'the spirit of cooperation. It will not be easy. We're
talking about a lot of people.
There are people who have their
own Ideas, but that's OK."
Laskey said the enthusiasm
about the project is very visable.
'You can see the momentum,"
Laskey said. "It's his Inaugural
year and people are excited and
they're smiling."

planned around a student's
schedule if they are to be part of
the community.
"I stood up because I think that
there's a need for students'
voices to be heard," Thompson
said. "One of the reasons students weren't here is because 1
was held on Friday morning at
9:15 [am.]. I think the administration is wise to the fact that
students go out on Thursday
night."
Ribeau told the audience the
University is not immune to the
problems of the larger society.
For this reason he said a diverse
community is necessary.
"Racism, sexism, homophobia,
classism and other overt and
covert forms nf discrimination
should not find a comfortable
resting place at Bowling Greet)
State University," Ribeau said.
"We should strive to challenge
bigotry and hatred wherever
they spew their toxic venom."
As an outreach community,
Ribeau said the University needs
to add new dimensions while
maintaining its core values.
"We need to be constantly
thinking of creative ways to
expand community," Ribeau
said. "We need to keep a finger
on the pulse of the future and 1dentify emerging trends In polltics, society, consumer behavior,
technology and other diverse
areas."
-..<«
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Ribeau's outline
a favorable one
Sidney Ribeau took the first step toward a stronger
University community with the kick-off of the University Building Community Project Friday morning. In
a speech at Olscamp Hall, Ribeau outlined his vision for
a "collaborative" and "diverse" learning community.
The News believes that Ribeau's plan is moving the
University in the right direction. Ribeau spoke about
creating a "learning, collaborative, and diverse" University. It is in the best interest of the University to incorporate these ideas into building a better community.
Ribeau stressed the importance of student involvement in the realization of a stronger community.
However, the majority of the 1,000 people at the speech
were faculty members. One of the reasons there were a
low number of students present may be the early Friday
morning meeting time. There should have been better
planning on the part of the administration.
Fridays are not the best times to grab student attention. Most students who aren't in class at 9:30 a.m. on
Friday, would more than likely choose an extra hour of
sleep over attending a speech by the University president
Another idea that has been considered is finding an
hour when there are no classes scheduled when the
building community meetings could take place.
The News believes this would be the best way to get
maximum student involvement.
It would be the only way to make sure that students interested in the future of the University could make it to
the meetings.
At the same time, the administration is not solely to
blame for the lack of student attendance at Ribeau's
speech. The administration had fliers all over campus,
as well as table tents in the dining halls to advertise
Ribeau's speech.
If students want to have input in the future of the University, it is their responsibility to get involved. It is impossible for the administration to reach out to every student to encourage their involvement.
The program may not have as big as an impact on students who are nearing the end of their education at the
University. However, these students still should be involved in the decision-making process, because they
have experienced the ups and downs of University life
and would have ideas about how the University could be
fettered.
i Ribeau's plan is a good idea, but it will only work with
die support of administrators, faculty, and students.
Without the involvement of each of these different
groups, the plan will not reach its full potential.
Copyright © 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permission of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
ofTheBGNews.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
typed and include the writer's name, phone number and University
affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
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"IF THE REPUBLICANS GET THEIR WAY, YOU'LL HAVE TO GIVE UP LIVING LIKE THIS!"

Guns don't kill, cars do
I don't mean to brag, but I am
proud to say that I gave blood
last Tuesday. And again on
Wednesday. Under a false name,
I gave somemore on Thursday.
Friday I was unconscious. And on
Saturday ... well, I guess I was
still unconscious on Saturday,
too. The point Is, though, that I
donated a little bit of my life so
that someone else may live. Because, hey, I care.
Waking up Saturday night in
the middle of my living room
floor, however, told me something: Dan, you care too much.
Now I know some of you, primarily those of you that have seen
my driving from either the passenger seat or the hood, are
thinking, "Dan, if you care so
much, how can you explain your
driving, which shows little respect for human life?" To which I
respond, "POINTS, man,
POINTS!"
For those of you that dont understand exactly what I mean by
that, let me offer this little scenario: You're driving along with at
least one passenger, and a dog or
cat or squirrel darts in front of
the car. Now, these animals are
too far away for you to actually

hit (unless you know how to
quickly downshift -- and I do), but
your friends will yell out "TEN
POINTS!" or some other number,
as if you are playing a game and
the object is to run down as many
living, breathing, caring, maturing animals as you can.
"Ha, ha!" some of you say.
"That seems like a slightly
humorous, albeit sick idea, as if
the point of driving is not to
move one's self from A to B, but

Qaffney
rather to kill small animals!"
While others yet are thinking to
themselves, "So, Dan, what's
your current score?" To be honest, I don't really keep track, but
it's something like 16,721 or
16,722, give or take a slow pedestrian or two.
Heh hen, just joking! I would
remember if I hit a pedestrian,
considering how much they are
worth. Now, a squirrel or a bird

... maybe, but definitely not a
pedestrian.
EXCUSE ME, BUT THIS IS
DISGUSTING! TO SUGGEST
THAT PEOPLE SHOULD ACTUALLY RUN DOWN CREATURES, ALL IN THE NAME OF
WINNING SOME POINTLESS,
VIOLENT GA-Pointless?! Pointless?! This
game is far from pointless, my
friend. This is a stressmanagement exercise that allows
people to confront their inner
child, to realize their worst fear,
to, un, surface repressed memories, and, uhhhh, stuff like that.
Or so I've read in. urn, a whole
bunch of science-y magazines.
WHICH SCIENE MAGAZINES? AND HOW CAN YOU
SAY A CAT, WHICH IS OBVIOUSLY FASTER AND MORE
ALERT THAN, SAY, A DACHSHUND, IS WORTH THE SAME
AMOUNT OF POINTS?
Well, now, if you're going to get
picky like that, you'll have to
start differentiating between
various dogs as well. For example, a sheep dog wouldn't be
worth the same amount of points
as a retriever, considering its
blocked vision. But then you

could ALSO argue that's offset
by the uncommonality of aj
sheepdog compared to a re-j
triever. However, if we had a
national conference where wel
could vote on these things, then
we could come up with a national'
standard that assigned point values based on various factors;
such as commonality, size, speed,
color, quantity, with an appendix
of bonus points.
AND THESE BONUS POINTS
WOULD BE BASED ON?
On location of the incident, if
you only get the inside pedestrian without touching the outside one...
THAT'S TOUGH!
Yes it is. And therefore would
have a huge bonus attached to it.
Adjustments would be made according to the type of neighborhood you live in (city, suburbs;
boondocks) and how many miles
you drive each year.
YOU REALIZE THAT IF YOU
DO THIS ON A NATIONAL
LEVEL, THE GOVERNMENT
WILL WANT TO GET INVOLVED.
Hmmm. I guess you're right.
Oh well, I guess we'll keep it to
ourselves.

!

Politicians face assassination
Quibbling about semantics can
become very old very quickly,
but it is intriguing that, while ordinary people are "murdered"
politicians are "assassinated."
Leaving aside the historical and
etymological background to all
this it does appear to say something about how we view the killing of our leaders. It has almost
become a part of the process of
politics itself. No longer just
murder, it Is given its own special name and protorespectability.
The world was shocked by the
death of Yitzhak Rabin, but not in
the end surprised. We have almost come to believe that to be a
statesman one must accept the
risk of finding oneself on the receiving end of a bullet. Some
countries seem to effect political
succession through murder and
in no country is the government
truly safe.
The shock of the dramatic killing of a leader comes in large
part from the suddenness of It
all. In one instant they are singing paeans to peace, in the next
they are dead. It also comes from
not knowing what happens next.
Many will speak of their hope
that the dead leader's legacy can
be one of greater understanding
and an advancement of peace, at
least in the case of those who
have come to be regarded as
peacemakers and visionaries (although it Is but a short nop from
terrorist to man of peace and that
hop should be forgotten).
Unfortunately, experience
would not seem to bear that hope
out. John Kennedy, Martin
Luther King, Mahatma Gandhi

and many others have died and
passed almost Into legend, but
their causes and beliefs have
hardly profited from it. In the
case of Rabin, tlough, it can be
hoped that it does not derail the
gradual process of reconciliation
with the Palestinians for which
he had worked so hard.
Indeed with the agreement in
the Knesset to allow Shimon
Peres to form the next government unopposed, that would
seem unlikely. Peres was always
at least equal to Rabin in his sup-

Keith
Parsons
port of the negotiations and it is
fortunate that the killer did not
achieve his second target, for
that could well have been disastrous for the peace process.
What Rabin's death has certainly meant for Israel is a realization that, all too often, the
killer is in one's midst and not
some shadowy foreign agent If a
bullet was to end the Israeli
leader's life then it was always
more likely to come from a Jewish extremist than a Palestinian.
That parties Uke Likud have
fostered an atmosphere of
greater intolerance and have
threatened to revoke already
signed peace treaties were they

,k

to be restored to power, means
that they must share some responsibility for this particular
"lone nut."
One can not encourage extremism, even indirectly, and .then
act surprised when people take
up the cry and act upon it. To
condemn Rabin as a traitor to the
Jewish people, to make ever
more ludicrous and extravagant
claims for the land on the West
Bank and then to further accuse
him of betrayal of sacred rights
is bound to encourage some people to see his removal as a
legitimate act. Many moderate
Israelis have refused to confront
their religious right-wing extremists. That failure to face them
down combined with the support
they have received from abroad
(notably the USA) will naturally
have encouraged them and unless they are opposed firmly and
vigorously they will strike again.
Rabin's principal political opponent Benjamin Netanyahu has,
for the moment, supported the
continuation of Mr. Rabin's
government under Mr. Peres, but
it is ulikely that this will mark
any fundamental change in his
personal position. It would,
however, be most unseemly for
him to be seen to be making political capital out of this event
In Israel, where having four
people together effectively
marks the formation of a new political party, It will be yet another
shift In the ever shifting political
pattern. Further afield, it seems
likely that it will not, as yet, deflect the peace process. Rabin
recognized, albeit somewhat late
in the day, that one cannot defeat

a people who fervently believe
that they have a legitimate case.
And the Palestinian's case is a
good one, whatever the means
they have employed to support it.
Sooner or later you have to start
talking with the enemy or continue at war in perpetuity.
To negotiate requires enormous courage and not a little
weariness; people grow tired of
fighting after a while. It also
means that one is open to attack,
both verbal and physical, from
one's own side. Treading the line
of perception between peacemaker and traitor Is extraordinarily difficult and Rabin, ultimately, failed. But his failure
was a singular one and does not
reflect on the tightness of the
path upon which he was embarked.
Israel has experienced a rude
awakening. Many have spoken of
a loss of Innocence, although I
would have thought that "innocent" was never an appropriate
epithet for one of the most wily
and most cynical of countries.
One Israeli politician said last
week that he had always believed
that his country was somehow
better than others and now he
knew that It simply was not so.
Leaving aside this jaw-dropping
piece of hubris, it is true that the
Jewish people have discovered,
if they did not know it before,
that very often the battle is as
much, if not more so, won at
home as it is fought abroad.
Keith Parsons is a guest columnist for The News. Comments
can be sent to 210 West Hall.
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Gender equality in
sciences encouraged
At a time when gender
equality in the workplace is
becoming more of a reality,
men still dominate the sciences. Still, some women
are currently pursuing science careers with success.
They will be encouraging
young women to join them
on Tuesday at the University's eighth annual women in
sciences day.
More than 300 young
women in grades eight
through 12 are expected to
attend from 9 a.m. to 2:10
p.m. in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom of the University
Union.
The students will spend
the day on campus with
about 30 women who work
in fields such as dentistry,
biology, environmental
studies and medicine.
Each student will discuss
what motivated them to
study science, their educational background, what
they do in their jobs and tips
on how to survive in maledominated occupations.
"They [the speakers] are
very excited about the
prospect of encouraging
young women to move into
the field of science," said
Joyce Kepke, director of
conferences in Continuing
Education, International
and Summer Programs and
sponsors of the event.

Russian film tonight
"City Zero," a 1990 Russian film directed by Karen
Shaknazarov, will be shown
at 8 p.m. in the Gish Film
Theater. The movie will be
shown in Russian with English subtitles. Admission is
free.

Concert tomorrow
The University's Early
Music Ensemble, under the
direction of Mary Natvig,
will present a free concert
at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital
Hall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center.
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Bosnian talks to wrap
up today

DAYTON - The Bosnia peace
talks will conclude Monday with
either the Initialing of an accord
to end a 43-war month war in the
former Yugoslav republic or with
a breakdown in efforts to settle it,
the State Department spokesman
said Sunday.
At least four major issues are
settled, The Associated Press was
told.
A draft provides for a collective presidency, with ethnic
groups sharing authority; separation of rival armies with a demilitarized zone four kilometers
wide; U.S. arming of the Bosnian
army and the Bosnian Serbs' retaining control of Srebrenica and
Zepa, two Muslim enclaves
seized by the Serbs, U.S. officials
said.
The Muslims, meanwhile,
would retain Gorazde, another
enclave that was on the verge of
falling to the Serbs before NATO
air strikes prompted a cease-fire
Oct.S.
"We just feel that after 19 days
the parties have had a lot of time
to debate these issues," spokesman Nicholas Burns said as Secretary of State Warren Christopher met again with Serbian
President Slobodan Milosevic.
With signs pointing to a successful outcome, Burns said "it
could go either way." He said Milosevic, Bosnian President Alija
Izetbegovic and Croatian President Franjo Tudjman, who was
due to return from Zagreb on
Sunday night, "truly want a comprehensive agreement."
Other U.S. officials said
several disputed issues were
either resolved or close to
settlement. "It all depends on the
map," one of the officials, demanding anonymity, told The Associated Press.

Voinovich named governor of the year
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Gov.
George Voinovich will be honored as governor of the year by a

national magazine at a Dec. 7
dinner in Washington.
Voinovich, 59, a Republican reelected last year to a second term
by a record margin, is one of nine
officials and the only governor to
be singled out by Governing
magazine, a national publication
focusing on government at all
levels.
The magazine has not released
the criteria used in making its
awards.
However, one of Voinovich's
colleagues, Gov. Michael O. Leavitt, R-Utah, said the honor is
well-deserved.
"George Is universally respected among his colleagues. Not
only do people respect him, but
they like him," he said.

Ohio speed limit could
reach 70 mph
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Ohioans
may be able to legally drive a
little faster if President Clinton
approves a bill that removes
speed limits from federal control
and gives it to the states.
Congress passed the bill last
week and federal transportation
officials are recommending that
Clinton sign it.
A study of 13 Ohio highway
sites shows lowering speed limits
has little effect on actual driving
speeds, said Duke Ganote, state
coordinator of the National Motorists Association. The group
was formed to push for higher
limits after the national speed
limit of 55 mph was adopted.
Ganote and the association
support the 85th percentile
system -- measuring traffic
speeds, then posting limits that
accommodate 85 percent of the
drivers.
Using that system would set
the speed limit for rural interstate highways in Ohio at 70 or 75
mph, he said.

Gingrich won't run for
president
r

WASHINGTON - The flirting
is over for House Speaker Newt
Gingrich: He said Sunday he

Robert Pctm-ll/rhc AuoclatedPrtlf

Fifty regular and volunteer firefighters from Phoenix, Talent, Mod ford and White City, Ore., prepare to pose in front of a training fire Saturday.
won't enter the 1996 presidential
race.
Gingrich, R-Ga., had dropped
broad hints last week that he was
leaning against running. On Sunday, in classic Washington fashion, Gingrich said on national TV
that he'd made a decision, told the
country what it was but said he
wouldn't actually announce it for
a few more days.
"Probably, we're going to announce I would say early next
week or the week after Thanksgiving that I'm not going to run,"
Gingrich, R-Ga., said on ABC's
"This Week with David Brinkley."
The speaker said his wife, Marianne, and younger daughter
were in Washington on Sunday
and implied that they had spent
some time debating the question.

Two Deadheads - Simon Radford at the Radio Astronomy Observatory in Tucson, Ariz., and
Ed Olszewski at the University of
Arizona's Steward Observatory began searching after Garcia's
death for a way to honor him.
Fellow astronomer Tom Gehrels offered an asteroid he found
in 1985 but had never named.
The "Garcia" asteroid is.100
miles across, orbits between
Mars and Jupiter and can only be
seen with a high-powered telescope.

New Perot party has
power to elect a president

WASHINGTON - Ross Perot
said Sunday his new independent
party has the power to elect a
new president, either on its own
Asteroid named after
or by delivering the swing vote to
either the Democratic or RepubJerry Garcia
lican nominee.
SAN FRANCISCO - Spacey in
The Texas billionaire, speaking
life. Spacey in death.
An asteroid has been named for on NBC's "Meet the Press," declined to say whether he will be
Jerry Garcia, the Grateful Dead
the Reform Party's candidate in
leader who died Aug. 9 at age 53.

the 1996 presidential poll. "This
is not about me," he said. "We
wouldn't need to form anew
party if my goal was to run."
But he cited poll figures showing that 62 percent of Americans
support creation of a third parly,
and stressed that his party could
win "if we come up with a good
candidate, if we stay on principle."
The Reform Party has collected enough signatures to earn a
place on the presidential ballots
in California and Ohio, and now is
campaigning to qualify in Maine
and other states.
Perot said that if either the
Democrats or Republicans nominate "George Washington the
second," that candidate could win
the endorsement of his backers.
"We will be the swing vote to
make sure that candidate gets
elected, just as we will be the
swing vote between the House
and Senate candidates that each
party nominates," he said.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.
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Awareness Month
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. McDonald Countryside CafeS.H.A.R.P. and David's House Compassion
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29 Obstacle Course: NIRSA Natural Hlsh,
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BACCHUS Appreciation Celebration,
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Center for Wellness and Prevention 378-9355
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A motorcycle operator license is more important than you think. The fact is,
unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get \JL/
your license. While an afternoon at the DMV isn't much fun, having \jf/
a license is something you can live with. WimilU twill tmmimftC
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Humane Society helps combat abuse
Mistreated animals 'need kindness?
Larry Hannan
The BC News
The chain was so tight around
the dog's neck that it had literally
become embedded in his skin. In
order to save the dog, the chain
had to be surgically removed.
William Boden is no stranger to
cruel treatment of animals. But
that instance stands out as one of
the most cruel he has seen since
he joined the Wood County humane society as a humane agent.
Sandy Rowland, director of the
Great Lakes division of the humane society, said the abuse of
animals is a serious problem in
society today.
"People who abuse animals are
often going to end up abusing
their children or spouses somewhere down the line," Rowland
said. "Police and psychiatrists
are only now realizing that
someone who abuses animals is
very much a criminal."
Rowland points out that many
wife beaters, and even some
serial killers like Jeffrey Dahmer, start out by abusing animals.

While Boden has seen cases of
outright cruelty, the majority of
the cases he investigates are
either a misunderstanding by the
people who complained in the
first place or genuine ignorance
by the animal owners.
"There are cases where it
turns out that the animal is being
well treated and the person who
complained was mistaken," Boden said. "There are other times
where it's obvious that the individual who owns the pet does not
really know how to care for it."
Boden remembers a dog who
was was chained up with a padlocked lock and no collar.
"That was a situation where
the owner really had no business
caring for an animal," he said.
"The woman who owned the dog
said she thought something was
wrong with [the dog], but she had
no idea that the problem was with
the chain.
Confiscating an animal is not
something Boden will shy away
from if he finds evidence of
abuse.
"According to the law, animals
can be seized if they haven't been

fed, provided with clean food,
shelter and cared for," Boden
said.
Boden said some of the cases
he Investigates have little, to do
with abuse, and everything to do
with sadism.
"I remember one case where
two juveniles threw a cat in the
air and broke its legs," Boden
said. "That case was referred to
the police."
Before he dedicated his time to
protecting animals, Boden was
serving and protecting the human population as a police officer in Perrysburg. Boden joined
the humane society in a part-time
capacity after he retired from
police work.
When he started, Boden had a
backlog of 42 complaints that had
to be Investigated. A look at the
the humane society building on
Van Camp road reveals cats and
dogs that Boden has seized that
were wandering about inside and
outside of the building.
Boden said all the animals that
are seized, as well as animals
brought the the humane society
for other reasons, can be adopted

DANCING
Continued from page one.

cation in dance."
She also said the department
has fantastic new facilities in
Eppler North.
"We have brand new dance
studios that are state of the art,"
Kesslinger said.
Tell and Kesslinger said the
dance classes that are most popular with students vary from year
to year.
"There are trends of the most
popular dance classes which
come and go," Tell said.
Kesslinger said any student
with an interest in dance can
benefit from the classes offered.
"If students enjoy dancing, this
Is a fantastic opportunity, regardless of whether they have
experience or not because there
are different levels of the
courses," Kesslinger said. "Some
people think they have to major
in dance to take these classes, but

that is not true. We have a large
number of non-dance majors in
the classes. I would encourage all
students to take advantage of this
wonderful opportunity."
There is also a modern dance
troupe within the dance program
that performs once a year. The
University Performing Dancers.
The group was formed in the
1920s and is a company cast by
auditions.
Tell said the group is open to
all students and faculty who are
interested in dance. This year the
University Performing Dancers
has 23 members, she said.
Members are cast for the
group based on talent and potential, she said. The group offers as
professional an experience as
possible.
"We're the only group on campus we know of that consistently
provides dance as a cultural art
on campus," Tell said.

She said many people try out
for the group to continue with
dance experience they have had.
"Students that get involved
with the University Performing
Dancers usually have some sort
of experience that they don't
want to let go of," she said.
"Dance has been an active part of
their life and they want to continue in it."
She also said some students
who may not have had the opportunity to dance before take some
of the classes and decide to try
out for the group.
Tell said the University's
dance department is turning out
good dancers, because many of
the students are finding jobs
after they graduate. She said the
department has about 20 dance
majors and 20 dance minors, in
addition to a number of nondance majors that take dance
classes.

SHUTTLE

Beef is one of the dogs at the Humane Society of Wood County waiting to be adopted. Anyone who wants to
adopt a pet can go to the Humane Society at 801 Van Camp Road.
by anyone interested in becom- that an animal that has been opposite that is true. Abused
ing a dog owner.
abused will not make a good pet," animals need love and they re"I know some people worry Boden said. "But it's actually the spond very well to kindness."

Show helps homeless
Homeaid unites area bands for charitable cause
John Wenzel
The BC News
A campus radio station had its
annual Homeaid show Thursday
to benefit The Link and help the
homeless of Wood County.
The Homeaid '95 concert took
place at Howard's Club H on 210
N. Main St. and lasted from 7
p.m. until 2 a.m. It was sponsored
byWBGU88.1FM.
The concert included such
local artists as Ool-Ya-Koo, Jimmy Branson, Evolotto, Giraffe
Boy, Mote and Ribcage Houdinis.
Dan Stutzman, production
manager at WBGU and organizer
of the benefit, said setting up
Homeaid '95 involved a lot of advanced planning.
"Honestly, it was a lot of phone
calls - calling bands, calling

Howard's," Stutzman said. "Mostly, it's all promotion though.1" '
Stutzman said this is the first
year he has been involved with
the benefit, but the bands have
been very easy to work with,
"Basically, stuff like this is
great for local bands. We try to
raise money for the homeless and
give some local bands a chance to
play," he said.
Brian Boes, program director
at WBGU and guitarist for the
band Giraffe Boy, said this is the
third year he has been involved
with Homeaid.
"I'm very proud to be in the
lineage of bands that has gone
through Homeaid," Boes said.
Boes said he admires Howard's
for supporting the local music
scene. "This is really beneficial
for all of the bands involved be-

SKIING

Continued from page one.

success of this flight. In large June,
part, to a strong camaraderie
Park, Ohio, was hospitalized in
smoother dockings on five up- among the eight men. Their
Over the past year, the astro- Continued from page one.
nearby Moutiers. Christopher
coming At lant is-Mir linkups.
chumminess was in sharp con- nauts and cosmonauts had spent
trast to the all-business attitude about a month together while Bouzon said that after the lift King, 2b, of Naperville, III., and
was shut down, security teams, Jon Poploskie, 20, of Troy, Mich.,
. NASA officials attribute the displayed on the first docking in training for this mission.
as a matter of routine, surveyed were in the Bourg St-Maurice
the slope for stragglers. But clinic.
since the skiers had left the trail,
they went undetected.
"We dont want to talk about it.
Their equipment was found 300 We need time to recover," Poyards from the edge of the trail.
ploskie, his voice slurred and
"They spent the night even fur- groggy, said by telephone.
ther out, about 800 yards from
Poploskie's mother, Ann, said
the trail," Bouzon said.
her son and another student have
frostbitten toes and will be conThe four injured students were fined to wheelchairs for an unhospitalized Sunday in three hos- determined length of time.
pitals. Julie Chamberlain, 20, of
"They're not sure at this point
Cincinnati, was in Grenoble. El- and time what his prognosis is.
isabeth Carey, 20, of Faiiview It's too soon to tell what they

Applications for

• spring '96 BG News editor
are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 30.

Announces its Fall 1996 Listings!
• Columbia Court Apartments
• 'East Merry Apartments
•Field Manor Apartments
•Frazee Avenue Apartments
•Ridge Manor Apartments
•Many other apartments and houses

Run in for a complete listing of
available apartments & houses!

The Miami University program sends 75 students annually
to study at the John E. Dolibois
European Center in Luxembourg.
The university is planning
memorial services in Luxembourg and in Oxford, 31 miles
northwest of Cincinnati.
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1995 - 1996 EXEC BOARD
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224 E. Wooster

need to do," she said from her
home in Troy. "In four or five
days they can assess the damage
and progression of frostbite on
his toes," she said.
Dr. Christopher Hoareau said
none of the injuries were life-threatening. He said the students
would remain in the hospital for
several days.
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cause it's hard for local acts to
get air time," he said. "I'm glad
that Howard's is doing this kind
of thing."
However, Boes said this is only
the fourth year the benefit has
taken place at Howard's.
"I went to Homeaid when I was
in high school, and it was held at
the Commons. Fred Wright [from
WBGU] is the man who started it
all, and he originally had the
bands playing on campus," Boes
said. "He deserves all the credit."
Boes also said one of the concerns with Homeaid was the attendance.
"I was worried before, but
[Homeaid] has enough of a reputation to bring the old faces back
and the new faces to come for the
first time," Boes said.

352-0717
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Falcons bow out to Wisconsin

Broncos
buck into
national
spotlight

Pat Murphy
The BC News
After four trips to the NCAA
Tournament, Bowling Green is
still looking for their first tournament victory.
BG bowed out in the first round
of this year's tournament with a
2-0 loss at Wisconsin Sunday.

Christian Pelusi
The BC News

The Badgers, 16-4-1, advanced
to face William and Mary in the
second round with two goals in
the second half. William and
Mary upset Creighton 2-1 In
three overtimes in their first
round match.
Brian Doherty scored at 74:33
on a hard shot just inside the box
by a screened Scott Vallow. Less

than live minutes later Wisconsin scored at 78:19 when he Travis Roy got behind the Falcon defense. Roy, on a close offside
play, beat Vallow low to the far
side from Christian Broadhurst.
BG, who finished the season at
16-3-2, had several opportunities
to score in the first half. Steve
Klein had a break but shot wide

and Joe Burch overshot the net.
The Falcons best chance in the
second half came on a run by
Dave Kindl.
"We had some great chances.
We just didn't finish," said BG
head coach Mel Mahler. "We certainly played with them. The last
20 minutes they put the pressure
on."

Hindi's shot was stopped by"
Badger goalkeeper Todd Wilson;
The rebound came back on
Hindi's foot but he fired another
shot high near the midway point
of the second half.
Mahler said Wilson's save was
the turning point of the match.
"He made a game saving stop
on Kindl," Mahler said.

JBG stymied by freshman goalie Falcons

The feeling in the Western
Michigan locker room after thei
4-2 victory at the Ice Arena was
that now the college hockey
community is forced to take notice of their
team and give
them the proper respect.
The Broncos
(10-2-0 overall,
. 7-1-0 CCHA),
now winners of
their last four
road games, including
Wilkinson
triumphs at
Ferris State and Lake Superior,
felt they were being slighted by
the voters in this week's polls.
They were ranked ninth in the
USA Today/American Hockey
Magazine Coaches Poll, behind
LSSU, whom they had beaten.
But after breaking the Falcons
(8-2-1, 3-1-1) home unbeaten
streak at 20 games. Western believes that they have opened
some eyes in college hockey.
"We had a little revenge in
mind coming into this week because of the results from the
polls of this week," said Bronco
left wing Chris Brooks. "We
knew beating Bowling Green was
key to gaining that respect. Fiveon-five we feel we're as good as
any team, but our special teams
have been key so far this
season."
It was the Bronco penalty killing units that shined against the
Falcons as they held BG to one
goal on nine chances, including a
critical five-minute major penalty at the halfway mark of the
third period.
"The guys came out strong because we knew we had something
to prove not only in our league,
but in the nation," said Bronco
right wing Jamal Mayers. "Everybody's contributing right now
and that's the great part about
our team."
Western Michigan head coach
Bill Wilkinson does not put much
creedence in the rankings, but is
satisfied with how his team is
progressing.
"I have no frustration over the
polls, I don't care about the
polls." Wilkinson said. "We'll
worry about it when we get to the
last week of the season. But to
come away with fo* wins on the
road shows a lot of character and
It's given our team a lot of confidence."
The sentiments in the Falcon
locker room were a little
different from those in the
Bronco locker room.
BG applied constant pressure
on the WMU defense, throwing
52 shots at Bronco goaltender
Marc Magliarditi. In contrast,
Ithe Broncos only mustered 19
• shots against Falcon goaltender
Bob Petrle.
Those stats and the control that
BG had over most of the game
did not allow the Falcons to overflow with praise for their opponents.
"Their team is definitely playing with a lot of confidence right
now and things are going right
for them," said right wing Dale
See BRONCOS, page seven.

drop out
early in
tourney

Pat Murphy
The BC News
Bowling Green looked like it
would break out of its four game
scoring slump this weekend.
After a five goal outburst
against Ferris State Friday, BG
pounded 21 shots against
Western Michigan freshman
goaltender Marc Magliarditi in
the second period scoring twice
to tie the game at two going into
the third period.
But Magliarditi stopped IS
more shots in the third period
giving WMU a 4-2 win and leav-

"We had ample
opportunities to get
back in the game.
After their goalie
made X amount of
saves our guys
started squeezing a
little bit and missing
chances and
opportunities we
should've cashed in
on."
Buddy Powers
Bowling Green head hockey
coach
ing the Falcons exasperated ending their home winning streak at
20 games.
"We had ample opportunities
to get back in the game," said BG
head coach Buddy Powers. "After their goalie made X amount
of saves our guys started squeezing a little bit and missing
chances and opportunities we
should've cashed in on."
Magliarditi's X totaled to SO
saves for the game on 52 shots.
"I thought it was one of the better games we've been in. I
thought it was a battle all the way
throughout," Magliarditi said. "I
thought it was our fastest tempo
game and I thought we played as
well as we should have to win."
"We just have to be more opportunistic," Powers said. "It's
been this way for like the last
five or six games. We're just not
capitalizing on chances and we
getting a ton of them. Their goaltender has been better than our
forwards."
The Broncos, 10-2O overall and
7-1-0 in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association, scored at
2:2S in the third period to take a
one goal lead. WMU attacked the
BG defense hard despite having
no advantage on a 2-2 forecheck.
Carlin Nordstrom dug the puck
free behind the net and feed
Derek Innanen in the slot who
redirected the pass by Falcon
goalie Bob Petrie.
Two of Western Michigan's
three other goals also came from
tenacious forechecking.
"Their goalie won the game but

COUNTRY \K.II I
TONIGHT

Jeremy Yohe
The BC News
People say that the third time
is the charm. Don't tell that to
Miami University.
The Redskins defeated Bowling Green in the Mid-American
Conference tournament in Oxford, 15-12, 15-8, 15-12 to mark
the third victory over the Falcop^
this year.
BG had their best-performance'
this time around against Miami,
but nonetheless played with the
weight of the world on their:
shoulders.
"Even though we were the
underdog coming in and all the
pressure was on Miami to win, I
felt the pressure was on us,"
BG's head coach Denise Van De,
Walle said. "There really was no.
The BC. Ncwi/Jon Rsibach pressure on us, but having thai
many seniors - they were just
Falcon derenseman Matt Eldred fires a shot at Western Michigan goaltender Marc Magliarditi Saturtoo tight."
day at the Ice Arena. Magliarditi stopped SO shots in the Broncos 4-2 win over BG.
Four of BG's regular players'
we turned the puck over,"
The Falcons' five goals against Fry to take the puck up ice. Fry are seniors and played their last
Powers added. "The 2-2s were Ferris State Friday were the fed Punchard who ripped a shot
non-dangerous and we made most goals they had scored in to give BG a two goal lead.
See VOUEYBALL, paRe six.
them dangerous."
five games dating back to Oct. 28
Bronco head coach Bill Wilkin- against Renesselaer Polytechnic
SENIOR STYLE SPECIAL' Monday-Wednesday
son said he did not want to push Institute.
Shampoo & Sol only $5.99 (Rrg.S6.99)
BG scored three times in the
his team too much offensively.
"We didn't want to go too hard second period to take a one goal
offensively," Wilkinson said. lead Into the third. The Bulldogs
"We basically went with three closed the Falcon lead to one on a
lines and tried to stay as fresh as goal by Kenzie Homer.
After the next faceoff FSU
possible."
The Falcons had a five minute dumped the puck into the BG
opportunity to tie the game at zone. Price plastered a Bulldog
three when Innanen checked forward on the boards allowing
Dale Crombeen from behind just
nine seconds after he scored to
give WMU the lead. BG got six
shots on Magliarditi with Brett
Punchard clanging a point shot
off the post.
"The thing about tonight was Vending is coming!
the grade A opportunities right In
front of the net," said BG center
Curtis Fry. "It was frustrating
tonight to lose. As hard as we're
working out there the puck has Accounts may soon be
got to go in the net, there's just used at vending
no choice."
machines located In...
Fry assisted on the Falcons
second goal of the game and their
only power play goal in nine at- Jerome Library
tempts. Kelly Perrault scored the Education Building
power play goal from Fry and Business Administration
Building
Punchard less than a minute
after Punchard scored his sixth Offenhaur Residence Hall
goal of the season from Dan Harshman Residence Hail
Price and Quinn Fair.
Founders Residence Hall
But Justin Cardwell sealed Administration Building
Bowling Green's first league loss
(Oh floor Snack Bar)
of the season when he scored an
empty net goal at 19:36 of the
10% SENIOR DISCOUNT honored for any haircut service over $9.
thrid period.
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takes
Stewart's title changes each week Graf
tournament

VOLLEYBALL
Continued from page five.

match as a Falcon. Carlyn Esslinger, Marlene Metti, Jodi Olson
and Jenny Ostrom all appeared to
play a little tight.
Although Esslinger recorded a
match high 18 kills, she struggled
to a hitting percentage of .218.
"This was not a typical match
for her," Van De Walle said.
Olson recorded 31 assists for
the Falcons. On the other side of
the net, Miami was distributing
the ball effectively between all of
their front attackers.
Stephanie Otten led the Redskins with 14 kills and 17 digs,
while three others also recorded
double digits in kills.
"We have three attackers in
the front row all of the time,"
Miami head coach Carolyn Condit said. "That is why we won the
conference."
After a dominating second
game from MU, the Falcons
could have easily folded but gave
a competitive final game.
BG held their first lead of the
match in the third game at 10-6
before Miami's front attack took
over and scored eight unanswered points.
MU's Rosie Palmer had three
of her 13 kills in that period of
time.
"They [BG] played some of the
best defense I've seen all year
with some of the balls they
picked up," Condit said. "Some of
our bigger hitters aren't used to
that."
But Condit also noted that her
team was to blame for the sluggish perfomance in the third
game.
"It was a true lull on our part,"
Condit said. "It was more of our
problem than what Bowling
Green was doing to us. We just
needed to pass the ball."
BG's defense kept them in the
game, but the inconsistency in
scoring kept the chance of winning remote. The Falcons did,
however, outblock Miami 10-5.
"We slowed down a lot of balls
and blocked a lot of balls for big
plays," Van De Wall said. "But
offensively this was not one of
our typical matches."
"Miami found a way to win and
we found a way to lose," Van De
Walle added. "The way it was going we should have had game
three."
The loss ended a string of four
matches that BG won in order to
get into the tournament. The Falcons end the season with a 15-13
mark overall and 9-9 in the MAC

Joe Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - The Pittsburgh
Steelers found a new title for
Kordell Stewart - game saver.
Stewart's 71-yard touchdown
reception was the crushing blow
as the Steelers scored 36 straight
points in the second half for a
49-31 victory Sunday over the
Cincinnati Bengals.
Pittsburgh overcame an
18-polnt deficit - its secondbiggest comeback ever - for its
fourth straight win. The Steelers
took control of the AFC Central
at 7-4 and avenged an earlier
18-point loss to Cincinnati (4-7).
The Steelers trailed 31-13 early
in the second half before they
started taking advantage of the
NFL's worst defense by figuring
out how to get their most versatile player in the game.
Neil O'Donnell threw two
touchdown passes, and Bam
Morris ran for three more scores
in the final 22 minutes. O'Donnell
threw a 15-yard touchdown pass
to Andre Hastings and Stewart
pitched to Erric Peg ram on an
option for the 2-point conversion
that cut It to 31-28 late in the
third quarter.
Just 2:19 later, Stewart lined up
in the slot on the left as a
receiver, sprinted down the
middle of the field and took a
pass from O'Donnell at the Bengals' 43-yard line. He did a
360-degree spin to shake out of
safety Darryl Williams' grasp
and went untouched for his first
pro receiving touchdown.
Last Monday, Stewart threw
his first pro touchdown pass on
an option to spark a 20-3 victory
over Cleveland. Stewart, a quarterback drafted in the second
round, also runs the ball as a triple threat.
That play broke the Bengals'
spirits and revved up a proPittsburgh crowd - many of the
54,636 fans were waving Terrible
Towels. Morris added touchdown
runs of 3 and 8 yards against a
defense that visibly faded in the
second half.
Pittsburgh rolled up 556 net
yards - 340 in the second half ~
against a defense that lost linebacker James Francis to a
broken leg in the first quarter
and temporarily lost cornerback
Rod Jones to a dislocated thumb.
O'Donnell completed 24 of 31
passes for 377 yards, and Morris
carried 16 times for 101 yards
and three second-half touchdowns.
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great scores.

over Huber
in five sets
Bob Greene
The Associated Press
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Pittsburgh Steelers running back Byron "Bam" Morris goes over the top of Cincinnati Bengals linebacker Ricardo McDonald for a 1-yard touchdown.

Browns drop another while
Modell in West Palm Beach
Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - The huge billboards flanking the Cleveland
Stadium scoreboard were
blacked out Sunday, because no
company in Cleveland dares associate its name with the Browns
any longer.
Black paint also covered most
of the ads in the concourse, adding to the gloom as a subdued
crowd watched their lame-duck
team take on the Green Bay
Packers.
It was the first home game
'since Art Modell announced his
plan to move his franchise to Baltimore next season, although
news of the move had leaked out
prior to the previous game at the
stadium Nov. 5.
Modell, who had not missed a
home game in 35 years as owner,
stayed away from the Nov. 5
game and was at his home in
West Palm Beach, Fla., on Sunday.
Mayor Michael White and Gov.
George Voinovich had sent conflicting messages to Browns fans
during the week, with White encouraging a big turnout at the
game and Voinovich suggesting a
boycott.
As gametime neared, Voinovich appeared to be winning out:
There was more activity outside
the stadium than inside shortly
before kickof f.
"We're not going in the stadium," said Lee Jones, 24, of
I Berca, who was setting up in the
parking lot with a friend to listen
to the game on radio. "We're going to party out here. We can't
just leave them cold turkey like

APpfcotWJtffGllddfn

George Ruhl, bottom, and Jim Stamper hold sign* at a rally before the
Cleveland Browns game with the Green Bay Packers.
Modell did to us. It's not the
players. You can't blame them.

Navrti*,

POUR

•1» ILAVORS ON TAP'

Pina • Sports • Pool 'Mask& Good Tints

great skills...
si

Kaplan students get the most
complete test preparation material*
available including computer-analyzed
practice tests, home-study materials,
books, software, and a training library.
And at Kaplan, we've got experienced
teachers who really care.

■■■

1-800-KAP-TEST
get a higher score

KAPLAN

i

I

I

rs

It's the NFL." Hundreds of fans
rallied in a downtown park an
hour before the game. Dozens of
signs supporting the Packers and
criticizing Modell were scattered
352-6912 throughout the stadium, including one that read, "Go Green
Bay! Beat Baltimore!"

Monday Night
Football *
J5C Night

Mixed Drinks, Shots, & Beer
2 Hot [)o«s .73c All Night
.3 Wings .73c All Night

Miami Dolphins
Vs.
San Francisco

The Menu has arrived
Now Serving Lunch & Dinner
Night Owl Special on Pizza
Happy Hour Special on Wings

Gxic—

352-8578
248 S. Main St.
(near Post Office)

Bicycle Sales & Service

Stocking English Darts
Dart sets
Boards
Chalks
Backboards

i>

A

NEW YORK - Steffi Graf,
treating her blistered right foot
several times during the match,
won the WTA Tour Championships on Sunday in only the second women's five-set final in 94
years.
"It's an incredible end to an
unbelievable year," Graf said
after outlasting German compatriot Anke Huber 6-1,2-6,6-1,4-6,
6-3.
The baseline battle on the blue
Madison Square Garden carpet
lasted more than 21/2 hours.
Only when Huber's backhand
was intercepted by the net to cap
a long rally and give Graf a service break in the eighth game of
the fifth set was Graf close to
winning the title and the $500,000
first-place check in this seasonending tournament
And even then she had to hold
serve to close the match On the
first point, when she cracked a
winning forehand down the line,
she said, "Yes," one of her rare
emotional displays during the
tournament.
She followed with her 10th ace
of the match. Two points later,
she cried tears of Joy.
Ranked No. 1 in the world and
top-seeded in this elite 16-player
tournament, Graf was expected
to have an easy time winning her
fourth Championships crown.
Someone forgot to tell Huber.
The last time there was a fiveset final was in 1990, when Monica Seles defeated Gabriela Sabatini. The previous time a women's match went five sets was in
1901, before women were limited
to best-of-3 sets matches. The
Championships began a best-of-5
sets final in 1984.
"I'm not sure if I'm numb or
not," Graf said immediately after
the victory. "Obviously I'm extremely happy to get through this
one."
Huber earned $250,000, her
biggest payday, in her 10th consecutive loss to Graf, whom she's
never beaten.
Graf started as if it were going
to be a quick day, needing only 11
minutes to take a 4-0 lead. Huber,
however, had other ideas.
For 2 hours, 47 minutes, the
two slugged it out, forehand to
forehand, backhand to backhand.
And at the end, not much separated the two.
Graf won 149 points, 26 more
than Huber. But most of the
differential came In the two 6-1
sets.
Graf's feared forehand was not
only matched by Huber, but was
negated by the quickness and
speed of the third unseeded
player to reach the final. Time
and again Graf found her forehands, which she usually hits for
winners, being returned. And
when she played to Huber's twohanded backhand, Huber returned the ball even harder.
The first glimmer that this
wasn't going to be a blowout actually came in the first set when
Graf needed five minutes to hold
serve and go up 5-0. At the time,
though, it seemed an aberration,
a flurry of unforced errors and
loss of concentration by Graf
lather than Huber exerting her
game on the world's top player.
Following the fifth game, Graf
took a three-minute injury
timeout to treat blisters on her
right. The trainer twice more
came onto the court during
changeovers to assist Graf, but
the foot never appeared to bother
her during play.
Huber fought back from
love-40 to hold serve in the sixth
game.

Cabinets
Accessories
Parts

Sporu
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Central Collegiate Hockey Association Standings
as of
TeamtOverall Record)
1.WMU (10-2-0)
Michigan (9-1-0)
Michigan State (9-3-0)
4. LSSU (8-2-0)
5. Bowling Green (8-2-1)
6. UIC (4-4-2)
UAF (2-6-1)
Notre Dame (2-8-0)
9. Ferris State (3-9-1)
10. OSU (3-5-0)
11. Miami (1-8-0)

Sunday Nov. 19
SE
W.
8
7
8
7
9 '
7
6
4
5 ,
3
6
2
7
2
8
2
8
1
6
1
5
0

k
1
1
2
2
1
4
5
6
6
5
5

I
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

BIS
14
14
14
8
7
4
4
4
3
2
2

Scores for Sat. Nov. 18
UAF 1 at Michigan 4
Ferris State 3 at OSU 2
LSSU 6 at UIC 3
Miami 5 at Michigan State 6 (ot)
WMU 4 at Bowling Green 2
Scores for Fri. Nov. 17
UAF 1 at Michigan 6
Ferris State 4 at Bowling Green 5
LSSU 4 at UIC 2
Miami 0 at Michigan State 3
WMU 1 at OSU 0

BOWLING GREEN 5
FERRIS ST ATE 4

WESTERN MICHIGAN 4
BOWLING GREEN 2

Scor i by Periods:
FERRIS STATE
112-4
BOWLING GREEN
0 3 2-5
SCORING SUMMAR Y
First Period
FS -- Bell (7) - (Colbome. Roach) 12:56
Second Period
BG - Crombeen (5) - (Holzinger. Fry) 2:45
PPG
FS - Harris (1) - (Bell. Bennetts) 7:06 PPG
BG -- Punchard (4) - (Price. Faulkner) 17:40
BG - Pcrr.mli (5) - (Holjinger. Crombeen)
17:53
Third Period
BG - Johnson (3) - (Clark) 0:48
FS -- Homer(l) - (Keith Sergott. Roach)
5:15 PPG
BG - Punchard (5) - (Fry) 6:09
FS --Keith Sergott (I)- (Roach) 17:36 PPG
SAVES
BG -- Petrie 21-25. FS ~ Hluhill 37-42.
Attendance: 3.181.

Scor e by Periods:
W.MICHIGAN
BOWLING GREEN

BRONCOS
Continued from page five.

112-4
0 2 0-2

Crombeen. "Things go in waves
and right now they're riding that
SCORING SUMMAR V
wave.
First Period
"But anybody who was at the
WM - Cressman (2) - (Cardwell.
game could tell you that we"re
Zimmerman) 12:32
Second Period
the better hockey team, with the
WM - Mayers (5) - (Brown. Brooks) 4:35
shot totals and everything. That
BG - Punchard (6) - (Price. Fair) 5:25
BG - Perrault (6) - (Punchard. Fry) 6:02
little black puck bounces a lot of
PPG
different ways and tonight it was
Third Period
bouncing their way."
WM -- Innanen (6) - (Nordstrom. Cardwell)
2:25
Defenseman Matt Eldred
WM - Cardwell (II)- (Mayers) 19:36 ENG agreed.
"I give them a lot of credit for
SAVES
BO- Mm 15-18. WM - Magliarditi 50-52. winning the game and to lose
Attendance: 4.058.
such a tight game hurts."
Eldred said.

Bowl picture starting to
clear up as season ends
Rick Warner
The Associated Press
Colorado and Oregon are going to the Cotton Bowl and
UCLA is headed to the Aloha
Bowl. Washington is bound for
the Sun Bowl, while Nebraska
and Notre Dame have earned
spots In the Fiesta-OrangeSugar alliance.
The bowl picture is coming
into focus, although many
pieces of the postseason puzzle
still aren't in place.
The Cotton Bowl became the
first New Year's game to set its
matchup. Number 8 Colorado
earned its berth Saturday with
a 27-17 victory over No. 10
Kansas State, while No. 12
Oregon gained the other invitation with a 12-10 win over Oregon State.
UCLA's 24-20 win over No. 17
Southern Cal sent the Bruins to
the Aloha Bowl, where they
may play No. 11 Kansas.
No. 20 Washington got a Sun
Bowl bid after defeating Washington State 33-30. The Huskies' opponent is expected to
be Michigan State or Iowa.
Top-ranked Nebraska didn't
play Saturday, but the Cornhuskers clinched the outright
Big Eight title and a spot in the
alliance when Colorado beat
Kansas State.
The Huskers will play for the
national championship in the
Fiesta Bowl if they beat Oklahoma on Friday: Their opponent should be the winner of
Saturday's game between No. 3
Florida and No. 6 Florida State.
No. 7 Notre Dame, which
locked up an alliance bid by

beating Air Force 44-14, appears to be headed to the Orange Bowl to play No. 25 Miami
or No. 13 Virginia Tech. Miami
will get the bid if it beats No. 22
Syracuse. If the Hurricanes
lose Saturday, Virginia Tech
should be Notre Dame's opponent.
That would leave the Sugar
Bowl with a matchup between
the Florida-Florida State loser
and the Southwest Conference
champion (No. 9 Texas, No. IS
Texas A&M or Baylor).
Of course, the Orange and
Sugar lineups could change if
Florida State beats Florida and
the Gators defeat No. 23 Arkansas the following week in
the Southeastern Conference
title game. Then the Orange
might take homestate favorite
Florida, leaving Notre Dame in
the Sugar.
There's also the remote
chance of Florida losing to Arkansas and dropping completely out of the alliance, which
awards berths to the SEC,
SWC, Atlantic Coast, Big Eight
and Big East champions along
with Notre Dame if it finishes
in the Top 10.
Despite its loss to UCLA,
Southern Cal is going to the
Rose Bowl as Pac-10 cochampion. The Trojans finished with the same league record as Washington, but they
earned the Rose Bowl trip with
a better overall record.
Southern Cal's Big Ten opponent in Pasadena will be No.
2 Ohio State or No. 4 Northwestern. It will be Ohio State if
the Buckeyes beat No. 18 Michigan. If the Buckeyes lose,

Northwestern goes to the Rose
Bowl for the first time since
the 1948 season.
In Top 10 games Saturday, it
was No. 2 Ohio State 42, Indiana 3; No. 3 Florida 38, Vanderbilt 7; No. 4 Northwestern
23, Purdue 8; No. 5 Tennessee'
34, Kentucky 31; No. 6 Florida '
State 59, Maryland 17, and No.
9 Texas 27, TCU19.
Elsewhere in the Top 25, it
was No. 11 Kansas 22, Oklahoma State 17; No. 13 Virginia
Tech 36. No. 19 Virginia 29; No.
14 Penn State 27, No. 18 Michigan 17; No. 15 Texas A&M 56,;
Middle Tennessee State 14; No.
16 Auburn 31, No. 21 Alabama
27; No. 22 Syracuse 58, Boston
College 29; LSU 28, No. 23 Arkansas 0; No. 24 Clemson 38,
South Carolina 17, and No. 25
Miami 17, West Virginia 12.
■ No. 2 Ohio St. 42, Indiana 3
At Columbus, Eddie George
rushed for 130 yards and two
TDs and Bobby Hoying threw
two scoring passes to Terry
Glenn. Hoying sustained a concussion in the third quarter,
but doctors said he should be
available for the Michigan
game.
■ No. 3 Florida 38, Vanderbilt 7
At Gainesville, Chris Doering caught 11 passes for 169
yards and two TDs and Danny
Wuerffel threw for 299 yards '
and two scores.
■ No. 22 Syracuse 58, Boston'"
College 29
At Syracuse, Rob Konrad
scored threi touchdowns in the
first quarier to lead the Orangemen.

FM.CON M€NS BnSK€Tl3l1ll HOM€ OP€N€R ON€ U1€€K fROM TONIT6 7:30! ^
Come Pack "The House Thot Boars" and Help The Falcons Start Off UUith B Big UJinl

f\

The BG News
DEADLINE:
RATES:

One day prior to publication, 2 pm.
(The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays)
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1"OR 2" ADS
1'(8 line Maximum) $6.90 per insertion
2" (16 line Maximum) $13.30 per insertion

per ad are S .85 per line. $2.55 minimum.
S 60 exlra per ad lor bold lace.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

PREPAYMENT:

rs required tor all non- university related businesses and individuals.

NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete Inlormabon. Please come to 204
— — —' West Hall immediately it there is an error in your ad. The BG News will not be responsible tor typographical
errors in classilied ads lor more man two consecutive insertions

■

The BG News reserves me right to release the names ol individuals who place advertising in The BG News. The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management ol The BG News The
purpose ol this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases ot fraud can be prosecuted

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

What a great holiday season
your business will experience
this year since BGSUY Fall,
semester does not end until
December 231
<SJ)'¥/
BGSU students, faculty & staff will be
looking to you for greaf gift ideas or
special holiday promotions.
•*

-.

'.

\

*

^-'"**

■-•''

jnn ;top)intcv tMs market by
iiding the Holiday Gift Guide in
^yow^advertising budget.

G2 MWednesday,

ADDRESS
PIDN# or ACCOUNT #_

(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

$ IF THE CURRENT
17.000+ STUDENTS
EACH SPENT Wf
$100 ON CHRISTMAS
GIFTS- THAT* A

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:

POTENTIAL
$ 1,700,000
MARKET!

FN V

•"

Lost and Found

_

_Wanted
_Help Wanted

Rides

_

_For Sale

Services Offered

_

For Rent

Campus & City Events*

_

P
■

Personals

DEADLINE:
Monday, NrriliVfft, 4 pm
If "V p*

i

(For billing purposes only)
Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTL Vhow you wish it to appear:

December 6

»,,

PHONE #

NAME (print).

*t

'Campus/ City Event Ads: $1,007 1st day with* 35 word limit Subsequent days regular rats. (For sn event to
be eligible for this discount, the event must be e one time event lor Non - Profit.)

H

E

Dates to appear

The BG News

.nM, sfl if h

Ask your Account Executive how" you
cafoave40%!
*ir>
these 19,000 readers by contacting
Account Executive, at 372-2605.

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
204 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to the BG News)

i •

Total number of days to appear.

Phone: 372-2601
*

V

i

•

I
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Check thta out...
Paraonnel alarms are now
aval lable for check out at the
Hall desks.

CAMPUS EVENTS
ATTENTION PLEASE'
Thai time has coma again. It is lima 10 gat your
nommai-ons In lor Stuoant Laadar ol The
Monlh. Studani OrgarMabone Leadership Devalopmani (SOLO.) will be selecting fia
November Laadar ol rha Monti vary aoon. So
don't miss rha chance 10 recognize the great
leaders on campui. Hava your nominationi in
10 405 Student Services by Monday. Novambar 27th.
We're SOLD, on Leadarshipl

CREW CREW CREW
Great job this season
rowers!
CREW CREW CREW

December Qradualaal
I am In desperate need ol 4 graduation tic katal Will buy them Iron youl

SERVICES OFFERED

Call Trie I a St 372-1509

Attention Spring Breakers I Jamaica/Cartcun
S389. Bahamas S3S9. Florida $129. Sail trips,
aam cash. S go trael 1 -800-234-7007.

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at $3900
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mai'354-1814

CHARIOT EXPRESSTHANSPOHTATION
Airports, bus/train stations. HOMEI
Any city ol your choicel
4 people ride lor the price ol onel
Same destination only. Ride in a
Luxury Sedan lor Taxi rales'
Advance reservations suggested.
Call GENIE NOW at 419-266-6338.

FUNDS TO AID CHILDREN IN WAR-TORN
COUNTRIES
Please send all quosuons1 donations to:
Bowling Green State University
University HaH
Aiding Children otWar
P.O. Box 1 SO
Bowling Green. OH 43403
Checks payable to EITHER:
AIDING CHILDREN Of WAR or
UNICEF-ATLANTA
For more information about Olympic
Aid-Atlanta call:
1-600-FOR-KIDS

Grants and Scholarships are available. Billions ol dollars In financial aid. Qualify Imtnedlalely. 1-800-40O-020B.
Have your apartment or house cleaned. Monthly rates ava lable. Call 353-3414.

PERSONALS
at Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Parly
CruiselEarfy Specials1 7 Days S279I Includes
15 Meals S 6 Panjesi Pnces Increase 12/151
Spnng Break Travel 1 -800-676-6386
at Awesome Spring Breakl Panama Cilyl
Early Speoais 8 Days Oceanview Room With
Kitchen S129I Walk To Bast Barsl Key West
S259I Cocoa Beach Hilton $1691 Prices Increase 11/21 a 12/1511-800-678-6388.
(1 Awesome Cancun 8 Jamaica Spnng Break
Speoalsl 111% Lowest Price Guarantee 7
Nights Air from Columbus s hotel $3991 Book
Earlyi Spnng Break Travel 1-800-678 6386
6-Ball Tournaments every Monday at Rail Billiards. $5.00 entry lee. Can 353-7665.
Brewsters Pour House
Special Turkey Ruben A cup ol soup $4.25
or Gyro Sub & cup ol soup $4.25

PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA
Please coma Mon., Nov. 20 al 8:00PM in
Room 100 BA to hear Johnathan James from
Ameritech speak about corporate environment
vs. agency.

Spring Break '90 * Travel Freell
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas
Panama City. Daytona. Padre
' Great Low. Low Prices'
'Free Trip on only ISaales*
Cat for FREE info packet
Sun Splash Tours
1-BOO-42S-7710

WRITERS- Do you hid* what you writ*? Would
you nke to try your hand at ficfeon and/or poetry wriDng and gat crad.1 for it? Or would you
like to learn mote about tha craft of writing fiction, tha way it works, tha impulses creating n,
how it turns out? Did you want to lake Eng 208
(Imaginitivo Writing) and or Eng 206 (Craft of
Fiction) for Spring '96. but were dosed out?
With enough enrollments, more sections may
be added. Call Man/ @ 2-8370 ASAP for details.

WANTED
2 Female subleasers needed
Spring Semester
Large apt.. Close to Campue-rumished.
Call 352-7547 il interested.
December Gradual eel
I am In deaperaie need ol 4 graduation ticket s! Will buy them from youl

INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS DUE: GET INVOLVED WITH PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES AND SCHEDULING
TIMES FOR ACTIVITIES TO BE OFFERED
PICK UP APPLICATION IN 130 UNIVERSITY
FIELD HOUSE. DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER
21.1995.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: WOMEN'S &
MEN'S TRACK S FIELD- NOV. 28. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00PM ON DUE DATE IN 130
FIELD HOUSE.
Picture Thisl
The Key Yearbook is looking tor reliable photographers interested in gaming experience
while working for our annual puWicaDon. We
are looking lor people with some photography
experience and who own a camera. For more
information call us atThe Key, 372 8086
Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential & Caring.
354-4673 BG. Pregnancy Center

Call Triele el 373-1508.
Female sublease/ needed lor Spring semester.
Low rent, dose to campus. Call 353-4518.
Female Subleaser - This Spring Term
Quiet, Spacious townhouse w/ own
washer & dryer. Fun roommates. Call
Sarah® 352-5938.
Help! Female subleaser needed tor Spring
Semester. Close to campus. $160/rno. » electnc. Great roommates. Please call 354-6139.
Male subleaser lor Spring.
Rent$163.00/Low utilities
Close to campus
Call: Ricardo 354-6176.
Needed female subleaser for spring semster to
share a 3 BR apt. Own bedroom and bath.
Close to campus. Call 353-8129.
Needed: 1 Subleaser for etfeaency apt. in
downtown BG. $295/mo . mil. Call 354-8014
lor details.

Shop smart! Shop locally!

Needed: Subleaser lor Spring. Own Room,
share kitchen and bath, $i60/mo. Call Doug

Roommate Warned tor Spnng
Prefer non-smoking female. $185/mo.
electric. Own Rooml Call 352-5004.

gas.

Spring subleaser needed. Own room, cheap
rent. Pay no utilities. Call 354-016fl.
Subleaser Needed Immediately!!
One female subleaser needed for 1996 Spring
Semester. Located on Pike St. 1/2 block from
campus. Excellent condition. No Pets. Rent
$190.75 a month ♦ electric. Could move in
ASAPI If interested please call Shannon al
354-2161.
Subleaser needed, dose to campus, low rent,
all utilities paid except gas. qtset roommate
Call Jason at 353-40*1.
TIREDOF YOUR ROOMMATE?
Wei, move off campusl Female subleaser
needed for apartment dose to campus. (JanMay "96). Low rent and own room. Call Suzanne 354-7905.

HELP WANTED
SHo'idayCasht
If you need holiday cash and have excellent
skjis. please call usl We need data entry people, typists, survey coders, and packagers for
short term/a»mporary positions. Many shifts
available. $$.00-$6.00 per hour. Can your
friends, and carpool. Call Patti at Supplemental
Staffing at 474-8367. TOOAYI
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For info call 301-306-1207.
~~
""FREETRIPS* CASH*"
Find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH
with Ameriea'e 61 Spring Break company!
Sell only 15 trips and travel free1 Choose Can
cun. Bahamas, Mazadan. or Fkxidal CALL
NOW" TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(600) 95-BREAKi
Cheddar's
Now open in Findlay
Cheddar's is great place for students seeking a
challenging & rewarding atmosphere that can
be shaped around any school schedule. We
offer great starting pay & FT or PT posittons'
And we are only 15 min. away from BGI Come
see us at:
Cheddar's Restaurant
2100 Tiffin Ave (in fronl of Metjer)
Findlay. OH 45640
(419) 423-4499
Accepting Applications dairy.
Childcarein my home. 2 children,
$5/hr. Some evenings. Approx. 10-15 hrsrwk
Call 354-0681 after 5:30.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000 ♦/ mon L*I working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. Work) Travel. Seasonal
& f u'i-time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information
call 1 -206-634 0468 ext. CS5442

Our firm is looking for Individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Poaibons available in select Clewland suburbs, Columbus. Akron. Canton, and
more. Call 1 -800-687-1960.
Part-time dencaJ position lor Spring Semester
available at Student Legal Services Candidate
needs good communication skils. typing skills.
and experience with WordPerfect. Send resume and a copy of class schedule to Tammi
Nagucki at Student Legal Services. 327 University Union BGSU by December 1.1995.
Part-time cook needed. Must be good worker
w/neai appearance. Apply in person. BG
Country Club. Good pay. 923 Fakview Ave.
Call 3523100
Part-Time $9/hr. Answer telephones, flexible
hours/local area. No experience necessary.
Call 1-809-474-4290ext. 172 in t Id
RESORT JOBS
Students Needed)
Earn to $i2mr. ♦ tips. Theme parks. Hotels,
Spas. ♦ more. Destinations include Florida.
Hawaii. Colorado & So. California. Call Resort
Employment Services 1-206-632-0150 ext.
RSS442.
SPRING BREAK '96 - SELL TRIPS. EARN
CASH AGO FREEH Student Travel Services is
now hinng campus representatives. Cancun
from $399. Jamaica from $439, Florida from
$99. Call 1 -600-646-4649 for more into.

Computer for sale. Fax, modem, laser primer,
monitor included. Asking $1200. MUST SELL!
Call 372-5280.
'
Honda Civic '87. 4-door. sedan, automatic.
Asking $1650 OBO. CaJI353-5816.

FOR RENT
2 bdrm. fum. apt. aval.
Dae. 2 724 em St. New carpetl
Call 354-0914 lor da tails.
2 or 3 bdrm. ranch for rant. 612 7th Straat
S695rmo. ♦ UII' 1 bath, wsh/dry. Nice garden
Call 474-5344 brwn 9-5 M-F.
Apt. available Immadlatly tor sublease. On,
lemile needed S181.25/mo. There ire 3
bdrma. and 2 bathrma. SuMeaeo until 5/96.
Comfy, roomy efficiency. Furnished. Maximum of tour people allowad. Close to campus Columbia Cta. Call 353-6517 or
41 9-8 66-0685 lor more Info.
CLEAN COZY APT.
Close to campus. Female non-smoker needed
Spring Semester. St 62.50/mo. 352-3426
Female roommate needed lor 2 bedroom, 2 fun
bsti. Arc, dishwasher. Call 353-0252.
HOUSES 5 APTS FOR FALL 96
Office 316 E. Merry Apt. 3

353-0325
Summer Business. Are you an entrepranuer?
Great opportunity with low start up coal. Management training. Earn up to $60O/week. Vehicle required. Be a leader. Call Greenland Irrigation at 1-600-361-4074.
T.A.S P. International is looking for hard working, highly motivated students to fill management positions for the summer of 1996. Gain
valuable experience to enhance your resume.
Average earnings are between $7,000-$9,000.
Positions are being filled on a first come, first
qualified basis in all Cleveland suburbs, Mentor. Akron, Canton, Columbus. Youngstown,
and Southeast Michigan. For more information
call Man Scherer ® 1 ■600-543-3792.
We are currently accepting applications for Vie
next Nurse Aide Training class. In addition to
competitive wages and excellent benefits, we
are also offering a sign on bonus. To become
part of our exceptional nursing and rehab
team, please apply in person at:
Nonhcrest Nursing and Rehab Center
240NorthorestDr. Rt6
Napoleon, OH 43545
E.O.E.

Also, well mail listingl
Large t BR available now' U itvmo gas heal
induded. Call 352-9681.
Male roommate needed for Spring '98. Own
room, S19(Vmo. Free sewer, water, and gas.
Split eleclnc and phone. Call 354-703g.
Male Subleaser, own room $225 • alec, share
apl w/one person. Available now, call

353-0911 or 625-6291.
NEW NEW NEW NEW
One huge 2 bdrm. left @ Hillsdale Apts. Starting Jan 12.1600/mo. up lo four people. Can
353-5800.
1 bdrms. al our Poe Rd. and Fourth St. locations start at $330/mo. Spring Semester
leases available. Call 353-5800.
Cuiet 1 Bdrm apt. aval.
Jan. All usl pd. eicaptgas 6 eiec.
Call 353-3017

FOR SALE
'65 Ford Ranger, good condition, cap and new
ires. $2,000 ObO. Cal 352-6539.

® 353-6056.
Rmta. wanted lo share 2 bdrm
2 bath apl. m Perrysburg
$27S/mo 8.1/2 elec.Call
Densea:872 2153

Oaycare in our home. 2nd semester
Flexible Hours. CaJI 354-1976

IVING BREAK

Get on the Fast Track
Earn your true potential by lanmg on of America's fastest growing telecommunications Co.
Flexible hours. Excellent pay. Can now!
666-0111.
If you are looking to gain experience in Marketing, Management, Logistics. Sales, or General
Business, cal QTP ail-flOO-356-5987 QTP is
currently hiring motivated students to fill positions in Msumee, Sylvania, Perrysburg, and
Toledo. Earn $7,000-$ 10,000 while gaining a
possible internship. Positions are filled on a
first come first serve basis.

• Marehman Dining Center closed after
dinner November 21st, and will reopen
lor dinner November 26th.
•Commons Dining Center closed alter
lunch November 21st, and will reopen
for breakfast November 27th.
•Founders Keepers Food Court dosed
after dinner November 21 st. and will
reopen for breakfast November 27th.
■McDonald Dining Center Closed after
dinner November 21 st. and will reopen
for dinner November 26th.
•GT Express will open November 26th

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $25 - $45mour leaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
For info, call (206) 632-1146 ext. JS5442.

at 430pm.
•Towers West closed November 20th,
and will reopen November 27th.
•All other snack bars and convenience
stores reopen for regular hours on
November 27th

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING - Seasonal A fulltime employment available ai National Parks.
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Benefits * bonuseslCall; 1-206-545-4804ext. N55443.

If what happened on your inside
happened on your outside,
would you still smoke?

Did You Know. . .
The Recycling Program CANNOT
collect Plastic Bags, Paperboard,
or barrels mixed with trash or
other recyclables.
Please save us time and properly sort
your recyclables.
'For more information, cal! the BGSU Recycling Program at 372-8909-
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NEWS
372-2601

due to Thanksgiving break
ForTues., Nov. 28
Deadlines:

Classified fids - Mon. Nov. 27, 2 p.m.
Display fids - Tues. Nov. 21,4 p.m.
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